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LAW OF ATTRACTION and YOUR JOURNEY 

“TOWARDS SHORES BEYOND” 
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Today‟s Generation is so preoccupied with the here and now 

that they do not have the time or concern for the Eternal. When 

DB ARK (Don Bosco Animation and Research Kendra) was 

started 10 years ago, the goal was to lead and accompany as 

many youth as possible „TOWARDS SHORES BEYOND‟.   

Initially it was worded as „Towards Eternal Shores‟. Since some 

felt that the word „Eternal‟ may repel some youth who live on 

the „Denial of Death‟ mode, it was mellowed down to „Towards 

Shores Beyond‟. But the ultimate goal remained the same. 

 

How is the Law of Attraction connected with this motto of     

DB ARK? Any human being, youth in particular, craves for the   

ultimate fulfilment of his/her existence. The whole universe is 

created for this sole purpose. Hence all the powers of the      

Universe vibrate and offer all the energy to everyone to fulfil the 

purpose of his creation. Man does not rest unless and until he 

discovers this lasting purpose of his existence. 

As the youth are caught up today, more than ever, with consum-

erism on the one side, and the nihilistic indifference on the other, 

they are not able to focus on the „Shores Beyond‟.  

 

 They have not time, or rather they are even frightened of    

thinking of an eternal miss, that they thrive on denial of death or 

any related thought. No wonder, the book: “Denial of Death”, by 

Ernest Becker became the best seller of its publication. He was 

able to capture the inner struggle of the modern generation and 

articulate it in his book. 

Young man, how long can 

you deny death, when that is 

a reality most certain for 

every human being?  

 

Focus on your journey    

t o w a r d s  yo u r  f i n a l          

Destination - the Eternal 

S h o r e s  –  t h e                   

„Shores Beyond‟! 

 

Have the right Compass in 

your hand, lest you run „out 

of the track‟ and get        

disqualified and miss the 

final Goal. 
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Today many young people are caught up in the web of Nihilistic 

Indifference. Why bother? Nothing matters. This life is the end 

of all. If there is nothing beyond this short life, then make the 

best of it. 

 

There are others who consider nothing is worth in this life. What 

is the value of life? If you value nothing, then you will be        

indifferent to everything. 

 

There is a third category of young 

people who consider that life is 

worth only in reference to life after 

life, eternity. Then it does not    

matter whether you die young or 

How have you made your life 

worth living? Have you found the 

Meaning of your life? If yes, then it 

is worth living to fulfil that meaning. 

 

Today, with the powerful medium of „Selfie‟, many are chasing their 

image. Image is so superficial, that before it reaches the receiver it has 

faded (deleted) already. It is that superficial. Many a young girl today 

live on the false legacy of „image‟ – a tall figure, feminine,           

white skin,…They focus so much on how they look, that they ignore 

who they are! 

 

What is this „Nihilistic Indifference‟ that the youth face today?   

 

Today youth are searching for Happiness through merely pleasure, 

without understanding the difference between Happiness and        

Pleasure. 

 

While pleasure is short-lived, happiness is long lasting. The happiness 

you get in giving cannot be measured with the little pleasure we get by 

taking or even amassing. The extremes of pleasure lead to addiction. 

Happiness is an inside-job. One experiences true happiness when he/she 

pitches his satisfaction against the points of reference that is stable and 

spiritual. When the presence of God within is activated, you enjoy a 

happiness that is the happiness of Love. Love is God, God is Love. 

When one discovers this Love within, it activates the union with God    

which gives immense      happiness to one. There are people who aspire 

for true happiness and end up with some type of passing, fleeting, and 

vanishing pleasures, even satisfactions.  

 

  I recall the remark of a Brahmin professor in my college: “You Christians  

         teach morality based on Love of God, while we are taught morality        

     without  reference to God and Eternity. How can you remove God and  

     teach moral principles, even the so called „enlightened principles‟?”  

 

 

 

Do I look better than real ! 

We are heavenly-minded! 

Our Hope after life! 
A Challenge to the young! 

Alcohol, D
rugs, S

ex,  

W
hat e

lse
? 
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How do the Laws of Attraction and Vibration affect my journey TOWARS SHORES BEYOND?” 

Discovery of the Meaning of one‟s life, and the decision to pursue that as one‟s life priority       

attracts all the positive elements in creation to assist the individual in his journey towards his    

eternal goal.  

The very order and purpose of creation are being fulfilled when the synergistic forces are at work 

in an individual, in the society, and in creation at large.  

There are two types of Vibration in creation, namely the positive, and the negative. At the same 

time, human beings are endowed  with the special gift of „Free Will‟ that enables them to choose 

to be a co-partner with God in the on-going work of creation, and multiplication, or to join the   

destructive forces that try to annihilate the creative process. 

So, the basic and the fundamental question that one need 

to ask oneself often  is: „Am I in the right direction?‟ 

Further, do I have the right compass to direct me on the 

right flight path to my Eternal Shores? 

On the other hand, when one     

decides and starts releasing his 

energy in the positive and right 

direction the positive vibrations 

converge and empowers him to 

accelerate his journey towards 

his Eternal Bliss. 

When one sets his heart to    

deviate from creative and     

positive work, or worse still, 

when he focuses on destroying 

the beauties of creation, all the 

n eg a t i v e  p o w er s  a n d            

vibrations are released and 

get   attracted to his side.  

Eternity Compass Choose the Right way 



- Fr. Joe Arimpoor, sdb D
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Education 

Job 

Life Partner 

Healthy Family 

Happy Life 

Death 

Shores Beyond 

Eternal Shores 

 Get a Degree! 

 

Then What? 

A good Job! 

 

Next Shore? 

A Life Partner! 

 

Then? 

  A healthy Family! 

 

At Last !! 

A Happy Life 

 

Death! 

Is it the End? 

NO 
NO 

NO 
NO 

NO 

 

What is the ultimate purpose of your life? Finding inner meaning, the core meaning of your life is 

what Stephen Covey would call the „Inner Voice‟. Your life becomes effective, and meaningful 

when you find your „Voice‟ and express it by living it. You achieve greatness when you go one 

step further and facilitate and accompany others to find their voice and empower them to express 

it. 

 

Is there anything beyond all these? Yes there is a Reason to Live and a Reason to Die! That is the 

„Shores Beyond‟. The purpose and goal of DB ARK is to lead and accompany the young 

“TOWARDS SHORES BEYOND” – the Eternal Shores. 
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Institutions  :Little Flower Sr. S. School  

Place            : GIDA, Gorakhpur  

Dates            : 19th-22nd August, 2019 

Program      : YAP 

Animators   : Fr. Joe Arimpoor, Sekhar, Sneha,       

 Simran, Sumita, Himanshi 

Participants:  685 Students 

YOUTH ANIMATION PROGRAM (YAP) &TEACHER EFFECTIVENESS 

PROGRAM (TEP) 

TOWARDS A HIGHER SELF ESTEEM FROM A GOOD TO A GREAT SCHOOL 

Teachers identifying the Challenges they 

need to respond  

Developing strategies to take their school 

to Greater Heights. 

The Angelic Message: God doesn't make a Junk! 

I Love Myself. My Love Letter addressed to Me 

The use of the four Human Endowments of    

Self-Awareness, Imagination, Conscience, and 

Will Power makes a person Wiser. 

 

Once a person esteems him/herself, S/he starts 

loving oneself. Love of Self boosts up self      

towards a higher Self Esteem, and vice versa. 

 

Student went home after the program happy that 

they discovered that their God‟s Favourite ones.  

Teachers identified  the most important    

challenge was to accompany the modern 

youth who are coming of age as an Online 

Generation. 

The Second challenge they chose was to bring 

in Innovative methods to enhance creativity 

in the students. 

Finally they realize they have to become a 

new brand of teachers, updated and          

competent to face the modern challenges in 

Education 

Institutions  : Little Flower Sr. S. School 

Place            :GIDA, Gorakhpur  

Program      :TEP 

Dates            :  24th August, 2019 

Animators   : Fr. Joe Arimpoor, and Sneha 

Participants: 65 Teachers 
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 PY YAR MOVEMENT 

Institution   : World Vision Gautampuri &             

            Notre Dame School, Badarpur 

Place          : World Vision Gautampuri, Delhi 

Program      : Face to Face in Groups(FIG) 

Dates           :3rd August 2019 

Animators   : Himanshi Singh and Ajay Behera 

Participants :  10 PY and 10 YAR Students 

This was yet another feather to the cap for DB 

ARK team. It was a wonderful experience  for 10 

PY children to meet and interact with their YAR 

counterparts.  It was an  exciting half a day     

interaction between the NDS School Children 

and the YAR Children of World Vision. 

Institution   : St. Gregorios School, Dwarka 

  & Don Bosco Ashalayam 

Place          : DB ARK, Delhi 

Program      : Face to Face in Groups(FIG) 

Dates           :14th August 2019 

Animators   : Sekhar, Himanshi Singh, Ajay Behera 

Participants :  10 PY and 10 YAR Students 

We can create ‘Another World’ : a world of 

Love, Justice, & Equality! 

Mr. Chandra Sekhar gives guidelines for the             

interactive session. 

The young at their best wanting to express      
themselves  

 
After creating a kind of excitement through 
letter writing in PYYAR Movement we have 
reached another step in PYYAR where the  
children from both groups, Privileged Youth 
and Young At Risk meet each other face to 
face in a particular place . It is always exciting 
to see the student’s preparation to meet their 
friends and especially sharing their food,     
exchanging flowers with each other, hugging 
and sharing gifts were some of the wonderful 
moments.  
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VOICE OF CHILDREN (VOC) 
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Institution   :   Don Bosco Ashalayam 

 Place          :    Don Bosco Provincial House, Okhla                                      

Program     :   VOC – 3 GOD LIBERATES ME 

Dates           :    10– 12 th August 2019 

Animators  :   Fr. Joe, Sneha , Sekhar, Sumita,          

   Simran, Assuntha 

Participants :  DBA Juniors 

GOD LEADS ME FROM BROKENNESS            

TO WHOLENESS  

God forgives –I need to Forgive– I need Forgiveness 
The participants and the Animators  

Fr. Jose Mathew, sdb the Provincial was  

extremely happy with this wonderful        

experience of God that the children enjoyed. 

Dynamic Meditation helps the children to  

ventilate their suppressed feelings and  

feel free. 

You are God‟s Favourite one! 

He commissions you to be a messenger of 

the Good News 

Among the seven modules of the VOC programs, 

the one that the children appreciated most was VOC 

3 where they experience God in His Love, and 

Mercy. 

 

Some decided to pray better and go the temple. One 

said: “I never thought that God will ever forgive 

me. Now I know He has forgiven all my mistakes ” 

VOC (Voice of Children) is a psycho-spiritual tool 

in accompanying the YAHR (Young at High Risk)        

towards Wholeness. The third VOC focuses on 

God‟s intervention in this healing process.    



DON BOSCO ANIMATION & RESEARCH KENDRA  
WZ-1211 

Ashram Gali, Palam Village  
New Delhi-110 045 

Ph:+91 -9212475683/9868175683 
donboscoark@gmail.com  
joearimpoor@gmail.com 

Search for “DON BOSCO ARK” 

http://dbarkpalam.blogspot.in 

You may  
1. Draw the cheque in favour of: “Don Bosco ARK” or  

2. You can transfer the money to: AC Name: Don Bosco ARK,  
                                               AC# 13020100235970,  

                                        IFSC: FDRL0001302 
                                                        The Federal Bank, Nehru Place,  

      New Delhi  

SPECIAL PROGRAM 

Institution   :  DB ARK   

Program      :  Birthday Celebration of Sumita Lakra 

Date           :  01-08-2019 

Participants : DB ARK Team 
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Ms. Sumita Lakra celebrating her Birthday 

with DB ARK team 

Making someone’s day brings as much joy as to 
the person as to us, the one who does the very 
act! And we at DB ARK follow this very simple 
yet meaningful act for any person who comes 
in through the doors of DB ARK!!! 
 
We wish her all the happiness and beautiful 
moments that is yet to come! 

Institutions  :Don Bosco College 

Place            :  Angadikadavu, Kerala 

Program      :Agency visit of DB ARK  

Dates            : 28th August 2019 

Animators   : Fr. Joe and Team 

Participants: 29 Students and 2 Faculty 

Professional Social Workers in the Making  

from Don Bosco, Angadikadavu Visit DB ARK 

The students were happy to witness an NGO 

which has an R&D (Research and               

Development) Department. 

The Director explained to the visitors how 

Programs, Services, and Social Work          

Interventions  are developed here based on the 

findings of the various types of researches 

conducted by this center. 


